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Abstract: Commonly adopted main methods aimed to improve the strength–toughness combination
of high strength aluminum alloys are based on a standard process. Such a process includes alloy
solution heat treatment, water-quench and reheating at controlled temperature for ageing holding
times. Some alloys request an intermediate cold working hardening step before ageing for an optimum
strength result. Recently a warm working step has been proposed and applied. This replaces the
cold working after solution treatment and quenching and before the final ageing treatment. Such an
alternative process proved to be very effective in improving strength–toughness behavior of 7XXX
aluminum alloys. In this paper the precipitation state following this promising process is analyzed and
compared to that of the standard route. The results put in evidence the differences in nanoprecipitation
densities that are claimed to be responsible for strength and toughness improved properties.
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1. Introduction

Lightweight metals and alloys represented for many years the most suitable solution for many
high-tech applications, including sport equipment [1], energy and automotive [2]. Aerospace
has probably been the sector where most of the potential of aluminum and titanium resides.
Among lightweight metals, aluminum alloy are gaining huge industrial significance because of
their outstanding combination of mechanical, physical and tribological properties [3]. Following such
behavior, they appear to be the best candidates for structural aerospace designers if compared with
other alloys [4–6]. The origin of their peculiar behavior, depending on different alloying strategies and
processes, has been investigated by many researchers in the past years [7,8].

Alloying elements are selected based on their individual properties as they impact on
microstructure and performance characteristics. In this framework, the effects of the main alloying
elements in aluminum alloys have been reported in detail by Mondolfo in [9]; Sauvage et al. [10] report
about the influence of Cu in hardening behavior of ultrafine-grained Al-Mg-Si alloys.

Among aluminum alloys, AA7050 is one of the best performing taking into account the good
balance of high strength, corrosion resistance and toughness, making it largely adopted in aerospace
applications [11,12]. Such properties are achieved by recrystallization phenomena during and after hot
forming processes [13–16]. Wang et al. recently reported about a physically based constitutive analysis
and microstructural evolution investigation in AA7050 aluminum alloy during hot compression [17].
Maizza et al. proposed a recrystallization model for aluminum alloys [18] to be applied to components
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with complex geometric shape, often manufactured by closed-die forging followed by alloy solution
heat treatment followed by water-quench and reheating at controlled temperature for ageing holding
times. MacKenzie reports in detail about heat treatment effect aluminum forged components [19].

AMS 4333 International Standard prescribes for such alloys an intermediate cold deformation
step (max 5% of cold upsetting) between the water quench, after solution treatment and before the
two-stage ageing final step, aimed to reach the optimal precipitate distribution and guarantee the best
mechanical properties [20]. One alternative process has been originally proposed by Wyss in the United
States Patent US5194102A [21], reporting about the beneficial effect on fracture toughness exerted by
an intermediate warm hardening process replacing the cold upsetting step. Such a route has been
proved to be successful in 7xxx alloys leading to an improvement in toughness behavior without any
detrimental effects in terms of hardness and tensile properties [22]. Moreover, such a process reduces
the microstructural heterogeneity by grain refining [23]. As a matter of fact, dislocation cross-slip
occurring during deformation in this temperature range allows a general grain reorientation and the
sub-boundaries present inside the grains tend to evolve towards high-angle boundaries: the higher the
deformation temperature, the easier the process [24]. The process, reported in many papers [25–27],
is defined by some authors as continuous dynamic recrystallization (CDR). Other phenomena, such us
strain hardening [28,29] and recovery [30], depend on dislocation structure evolution and on its
interaction with other crystallographic defects. Cross-slip is recognized as an effective mechanism
because it allows dislocations to bypass obstacles and affects the material’s final microstructure [31].

In this paper the precipitation state of three different process routes (one standard) are analyzed
in correlation with toughness behavior.

2. Materials and Experimental Details

The AA7025 alloy nominal chemical composition is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of the AA7050 alloy (wt %).

Elements Al Zr Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti

wt (%) Bal. 0.12 <0.12 <0.15 2.3 <0.1 2.2 <0.04 6.25 <0.05

Three families of squared 10 cm × 6 cm × 3 cm samples (namely family A, (samples A1, A2 and
A3), family B (samples B1, B2 and B3) and family C (samples C1, C2 and C3)) were machined starting
from a round bar, with a starting diameter D = 120 mm. The bar was hot forged at T > 400 ◦C with
75% total deformation. The heat treatment was adopted in agreement with the requirements from the
standard AMS2770N specification since the fulfillment of this standard is mandatory for AA7050 alloy
aeronautical forged component manufacturers. The process was completed with room temperature
upsetting and final two stages aging at 5 h at 394 K + 8 h at 450 K (specimens A). The two innovative
cycles (specimens B and C) just varied from AMS2770N specification requirements in terms of upsetting
temperature: in fact, they were carried out at 423 K and 473 K instead of room temperature, while all
the other cycle steps were unmodified (Table 2). The two temperatures are close and straddling the
second ageing step temperature (T = 450 K). Moreover, in the literature [21] it is shown that upsetting
temperatures higher than 473 K can affect hardness values.

Table 2. Modified heat treatment cycles for the AA7050 alloy.

Sample
Family

Solution Heat
Treatment

T = 748 K for 5 h

Water
Quenching

Upsetting Temperature
(Deformation Max 5%)

First Ageing Step:
394 K for 5 h

Second
Ageing Step:
450 K for 8 h

A (1–3) YES YES 293 K YES YES
B (1–3) YES YES 423 K YES YES
C (1–3) YES YES 473 K YES YES
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All samples were subjected to solution heat treatment at T = 748 K for 5 h, water quenching,
5% warm deformation and ageing. The process conditions differ on the upsetting temperature,
according to Table 2. A1, A2 and A3 specimens were deformed at room temperature; samples B1,
B2 and B3 at 423 K and samples; C1, C2 and C3 at 473 K. After heat treatment transverse specimens
(in agreement with ASTM-E399) were machined and tested for plain strain fracture toughness (KIC)
tests on the transverse specimens (according to the ASTM E399 standard). Samples machined starting
from the three families A, B and C were prepared for metallographic examination. Grain size was
measured by light microscopy (LM) according to the ASTM E112 specification. Precipitation state
analysis was performed with a field emission gun scanning electron microscope (FEG-SEM; SEM FEG
LEO 1550 ZEISS equipped with an EDS OXFORD X ACT system, (version v2.2, Oxford Instruments
NanoAnalysis & Asylum Research, Abingdon, UK). Ten micrographs have been examined for each
sample in order to establish a statistical base for the quantitative precipitates’ analysis. Precipitates
number counting has been performed by means of IMAGE-J Fiji, (version 1.46, National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA), a software for the automatic images processing and analyses program.

An example of SEM FEG image prepared for precipitation number count by mean of IMAGE-J
Fiji 1.46 software is reported in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Example of the SEM-FEG high magnification (100 KX) image in sample A.

3. Results and Discussion

Microstructural investigation highlighted an actual grain size (Dg) refinement with the increasing
upsetting temperature (Figure 2). At the same time, mechanical assessment results (as reported in detail
in [22,23] and summarized in Table 3 with the results of averaged grain size) show that, even if hardness
and yield strength showed a slight increase, KIC performance showed a not negligible improvement.
As a matter of fact, the innovative process with upsetting at T = 473 K led to an enhancement of about
10% in fracture toughness KIC in comparison to the process cycle carried on in agreement with the
AMS2770N specification.

It can be observed that both hardness and tensile mechanical properties increased following
the additional upsetting temperature. This suggests that a significant change in fine precipitation
occurred, mainly formed from Guiner Preston zones [32,33], acting in terms of grain refinement.
Such investigation, aimed to support the mechanism underlying the grain refinement with warm
upsetting temperature increase, was not previously carried out, and it is discussed below.
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Figure 2. Warm upsetting temperature effect on the AA7050 alloy microstructure. (a) Warm
upsetting temperature = 293 K, average Dg = 10.1 µm and (b) warm upsetting temperature = 473 K,
average Dg = 7.5 µm (SEM-FEG images at 20 KX magnification).

Table 3. Mechanical properties and mean grain size dependence on warm upsetting temperature in
Alloy AA7050.

Sample
Warm

Upsetting
Temperature

Brinell
Hardness, HB

Yield Strength,
YS (MPa)

KIC
Mean Value
(MPa m1/2)

Average Grain Size
(Dg Microns)

Sample A (three tests) 293 K 145 450 26.8 10.1
Sample B (three tests) 423 K 147 455 28.3 8.6
Sample C (three tests) 473 K 152 470 30.1 7.5

In order to measure the possible evolution of the overall precipitation status, digital image analysis
was performed by setting a Feret diameter threshold of 10 nm. As an example SEM-FEG images of
specimens A, B and C are reported in Figure 3.

The scanning electronic microscope SEM-FEG examination of the A, B and C specimens allowed
us to have evidence of the following precipitate groups with respect to the size:

• Larger particles at the grain and subgrain boundaries (size ranging = 100–500 nm);
• Fine particles inside grains subgrains (size ranging = 20–100 nm);
• Very fine particles inside grains subgrains (size ranging ≤ 20 nm).
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Figure 3. Warm upsetting temperature effect on the precipitation state of the AA7050 alloy. (a) Specimen
A (upsetting at T = 293 K); (b) specimen B (upsetting at T = 423 K) and (c) specimen C (upsetting at
T = 473 K; SEM-FEG images at 50 KX magnification).

In order to carry out an accurate precipitation population assessment, SEM-FEG images at 50 KX
and 100 KX were selected. It must be reported that it was possible to detect some larger and isolated
particles up to 5 µm at grain boundaries, which revealed to be very useful for the chemical analyses [22].

The number of detected precipitates as a function of intermediate upsetting temperature is
reported in Figure 4, grouped for different precipitate size ranges.
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Figure 4. Mean values of precipitates number grouped in size classes (sample A: intermediate upsetting
temperature = 293 K; sample B: intermediate upsetting temperature = 423 K; sample C intermediate
upsetting temperature = 473 K).

Figure 4 clearly shows that the mean number of precipitates increased, and the intermediate
upsetting deformation temperature increased, in the temperature range from 293 to 473 K.

In particular, the mean precipitates number as measured after upsetting at room temperature was
very similar to the measured one after warm deformation at 423 K.
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An evident increase of the finest precipitates (<20 nm) number was found after upsetting at
473 K. Moreover, the increase in upsetting temperature did not appear to affect the largest precipitates.
This observation is in agreement with the detected improved toughness and yield strength behavior.

The above results suggest that the appearance of a fine and homogeneous precipitation state
will act as a pinning effect at grain boundaries, according to the Zener effect [34]: this will favor a
grain refinement down to 7.5 µm after upsetting at 473 K, as reported in Table 2. Such an effect will
allow an increase in terms of tensile yield strength together with an improvement in terms of fracture
propagation resistance according to the Griffith model [35]. Such a model dictates that the critical stage
for cracking is the propagation of a small crack originated in a single grain to the adjacent one and is
therefore opposed by grain refinement.

4. Conclusions

Results related to the AA 7050 alloy after a modified process route including a warm deformation
stage show that:

• The AA7050 alloy precipitation state was very sensitive to heat treatments and especially to the
intermediate deformation step included in the heat treatment cycle;

• The warm deformation temperature of 473 K resulted in the highest nanosized particles
precipitation, resulting in increased deformation induced precipitation phenomenon;

• The higher nanosized mean value of precipitations obtained with warm intermediate upsetting
steps claimed to be responsible of a grain refinement effect;

• The finer and more homogeneous microstructure resulted in a toughness KIC properties
improvement with respect to those obtained with room temperature intermediate upsetting step;

• The mechanism underlying the observed behavior was expected to be explained based on the
Griffith model for crack propagation, stating that grain boundaries density increased, following a
pinning effect. This phenomenon was favored by the presence of fine precipitates and will oppose
crack propagation thus improving fracture toughness behavior.
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